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Outer Body~Inner Light I


Have you heard we have a newly-discovered organ? It’s our largest one and it’s called the 
interstitium. But let me back up and explain this exciting new discovery that may evolve 
Consciousness. 


Fascia is our connective tissue. It is ubiquitous in the body and is one of our three whole-body

communication systems, the other two being the nervous system and the circulatory system. Ida 
Rolf called the fascia our “organ of form,” and it surrounds all of our 70-100 trillion cells, forming, 
connecting, and supporting our bodies. It communicates through the body at the speed of sound 
(720 mph)- 3 times faster than that of our nervous system! 


Einstein’s Theory of Relativity imagined our universe as a fabric (see fig. 1). Now take 
that image and shrink it down to fit inside our bodies. I like to describe our fascia as 
spiderwebs. When fascia is healthy, we can picture a web glistening in the morning 
dew. When it is constricted, it is twisted and knotted up. Saying constricted fascia is 
a huge problem is an understatement. It leads to unhealthy posture, severe pain, 
impairment, and a breakdown of communication along the fascial lines, continuing 
the cycle. In fact, it could be fracturing our very Consciousness. If we do not take 
responsibility for this enormous part of ourselves, we may be only living in partial 
awareness of who we are. 


Interstitial fluid (see fig. 2) is the proverbial dew on the spiderweb, except its not 
separate, it’s in the tubules of fascia and it bathes all of our cells. It accounts for 
60% of the fluid in our our bodies-about 7 gallons in an average-sized adult 
male. This fluid was formerly known but is only just becoming more fully 
understood. This has to do with advances in tools of dissection. When the skin 
is lacerated, the fluid retreats like when a piece of elastic is pulled tight and then 
cut. The tools to see inside the body at this level are a very recent invention, and 
thus, what was right under our skin was heretofore undetectable. 


Now it gets fun. Some scientists who are studying fascia and interstitial fluid believe 
this is where our Consciousness resides. What?! The implication here is astounding: 

in deliberately working with our fascia, we are touching our own Consciousness, or yoga calls it 
Prana, the life-force.   


I have been doing some research into the history of fabric and weaving, and webbing and spiders 
buried deep in ancient traditions and myths. They are reflected in both the microcosm and the 
macrocosm. Mircea Eliade wrote, “To know the myths is to learn the secret origin of things.” 


In the smaller scope, we and our fascia represent the microcosm. Psalm 139:13 says we are “knit 
together in our mother’s womb.”  Lysistrata explained by straightening out the strands of fabric, they 
become free and can be woven to make a “fine new cloak for the people.” Neith, the prime creator 
goddess in the early Egyptian pantheon, wove a veil between herself and humanity. Each aspect of 
life can be found within the veil’s strands through which it is possible to find higher understanding. 
The word “sutra,” from our English word “suture” is derived, means thread and is deeply important in 
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the yoga tradition. The word “yoga” itself, from which our English word “yoke” is found, is the whole 
point. It means “to unite ,” or “to connect.” The word “tantra,” means “to weave."	 	 


In the larger scope of the Universe, the reference to fabric or web is pervasive. Einstein called it the 
“fabric of the Universe.” Most ancient cultures had a goddess for weaving such as Frija in Norse 
mythology, Athena in Greek, Japan’s Amaterasu, China’s weaving goddess on a beam of moonlight, 
and Hindu’s Maya as symbolized by a spider. In Batek Tunum, an indigenous tribe of Malaysia, 
shamans are experts at weaving cosmic threads into giant webs. The examples of both the inner 
and the outer fabric of Reality goes on and on. 


Perhaps our Inner Light is inextricable to this fascial web of light. When we deliberately work with the 
microcosm of the fascial web and allow this vehicle towards Union within ourselves, we can perhaps 
then touch the fabric of the Universe, realizing neither is separate. In moving into a deeper 
understanding and curiosity of what our Inner Light truly is, we can expand this container to See, 
Hear and Know that “still, small Voice (I Kings 19:12).”  


We can effectively begin to work with creating healthy, communicating fascia by bodywork but our 
most effective vehicle is through certain types of yoga. Mindful, low-load, long-held poses is 
especially effective in opening the flow of our fascia and for the health of our overall body. 
Breathwork is important as well, as only the breath can reach some of that deep connective tissue. 


Intentionally working with our fascia opens us up to an incredible richness and flow into the Silence 
and connection with our own Inner Light. 


 Then weave for us a garment of brightness: 
 May the warp be the white light of morning, 
 May the weft be the red light of evening, 
 May the fringes be the falling rain, 
 May the border be the standing rainbow. 
 Thus weave for us a garment of brightness, 
 That we may walk fittingly where birds sing, 
 That we may walk fittingly where the grass is green, 
 O our Mother the Earth, O our Father the Sky.” 
     -Hopi 

	   



